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Human Origins and Influences ET's and "Gods"
« on: May 30, 2010, 02:00:01 AM tzUS/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

May 20, 2010
This thread begins notes and commentary concerning Human Origins and
Influences - ET's and "Gods" and the changes occurring today.
In the mass media of print, Internet, and television, humans are being prepared
for ET/alien contact that covers a wide spectrum of agendas, too wide to
summarize in this short update. There are those entities (ET’s as well as nonembodied dark forces) who for the time being may prefer humans not to get
wiped out, there are those who really do not care one way or another as long as
they get what they want, and there are those who seek to delete most or all of
humans so they can use the planet for their own version of “creation garden”.
Thee notion of ET’s as saviors, friends, and bringers of “enlightenment” became
more and more vogue since the mid-1950’s. So did the planning for artificial
mass-threats to force a global government.
It is an absurd to presume that because a race of beings is technologically
advanced that they are benevolent or at least benign. Has anyone read anything
of human history? (Or at least watched the 1962 Twilight Zone episode "To Serve
Man"!)
The descriptions of “archons” and various “gods” from the ancient sources is
remarkably close to descriptions of certain types of ET’s.
Today, it would seem there are three main tendencies of “ET’s: busily engaged in
conflict over earth and earthlings:
a) Those who developed an affinity for Earth and earthlings and would make
Earth “theirs” and further develop their control over the human population.
b) Those primarily interested in “harvesting” only very specific population types.
c) Those who have what they need and would like to clear the slate of most/all
human population and set things up anew according to their own wishes (been
done before here).
Any one or all of the above have human/earthly allies already in places.
There is a fourth kind, I would regard more as “the good guys” who tend to be
spiritually highly evolved. They have been mostly observing, on rare occasions
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attempting to intervene by introducing new leaders with “corrective teachings”.
This has been a very rare situation, however. There are those who are born as
human who carry an energetic imprint from these observing races who are trying
to understand the situation here to better able apply lessons learned to the larger
creation process and their own population.
More on this to come…
-ASK
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ET Show Up? - Warning, Will
Robinson, Danger!
« Reply #3 on: June 16, 2008, 02:11:55
AM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

Oct 2009 - SEE UPDATED COMMENTS ON THIS AT END OF THIS THREAD:
LINK http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=207.msg4390#msg4390
To all
In late 2003 I wrote various responses to this as this message was being widely
circulated on the World Wide Web. Here is the gist of my comments:
Just as there are various agendas here on Earth, there are various agendas in
other dimensional constructs of creation. Thus there are “ET’s” working for the
dark forces or false creation and “ET’s” working for the forces of true Creation or
original Source. An “ET” rescue that most people would vote “yes” on this would
do little or nothing to evolve humanity. Where would those (most likely new age)
humans go? Who would want them? Perhaps the Ferengi (Star Trek reference)
since their existence centers around the right of private expropriation of wealth at
a galactic level.
There is a big question to address having to do with the clearing and “undoing” of
the dark force influences and providing an opportunity for those who woudl other
constitute a humanity able to evolve without outside interferences.
Humanity is on the verge of some important breakthroughs in consciousness and
physicality. These could lead to enormous numbers of people “waking up” to
recognize they really do have an innate spiritually-based power to choose and
that there are bigger choices they can exercise this larger freewill on - than who to
vote for, what to eat, or whatever personal issues they are facing. And more,
waking up to connection to higher self and then some. Hmm. All gurus and
experts are suddenly made irrelevant.
Another is a big red caution flag that this “request” raises. The dark forces require
sufficient level of permission to gain further access, even if from a sentiency
(human) that is clouded by heavy distortions. So be very careful what you vote
for. Do you personally and directly know who you are “petitioning” and what the
proverbial ”fine print is” on the reverse side of your yes/no ballot? Well?
So why would this be something desirable, especially now that humanity is on the
verge of major change in its existence? Perhaps this would derail things, and not
in a good way.
How can humans exercise freewill if they barely know of it? Many of those
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people “voting” an unqualified YES are doing so mainly out of exasperation,
frustration, and helplessness – hardly empowering qualities. This is the vote of
self-defeat.
And who is the much vaunted “galactic federation”? Is this the same federation
that the self-appointed spokesman Sheldan Nidle likes to promote? Or as
described by a host of other gullible channelers? If so, is sounds to me more like
they are the Ferengi, or worse!
Where is this message coming from? Why?
Warning, Danger, Will Robinson! (Lost in Space tv series reference)
-ASK
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“The 10% Test”: A Statement Concerning the
October 14 "ET" Announcements
« Reply #66 on: October 17, 2008, 01:57:06 AM
tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message
Remove message Split
Topic

“The 10% Test”: Statement Concerning the October 14 ET
Announcements
I just listened to the Blossom Goodchild apology. She is to be commended for
coming forward in this way. Clearly she is a well-intentioned channeller who was
manipulated.
This is not the first time channelers have been used in this manner. There were
others who received this “broadcast” across the ethers as well as her, but the
focus was upon her –perhaps the “luck of draw” as they say. Entire religious or
quasi-religious organizations have been based on etherically transmitted
information. In all cases falsehoods.
Perhaps the mea culpa by Blossom Goodchild will help limit the effect of
channeled disinformation that is causing much fear and confusion among those
so willing to keep “asking to be so manipulated”.
For humanity to begin to grow to its potential as spiritually evolved beings,
individuals must be re-connected to their own higher self and to original Source.
Spiritual growth and evolution require people to reject the old ways and to create
transitional processes and structures that lead to a new paradigm for their
existence.
This cannot be handed to humanity like a floating dispensary operated out of a
spaceship.
As soon as this Oct. 14th “event” was “announced” and rapidly circulated all over
the internet, that was a good clue of a dis-info or psy-ops set-up. The matrix order
has not broken down yet. When it does, and if there is an Internet functioning,
then real truth will circulate widely based on high resonance. Right now
humanity operates under so many layers of falsehoods that only distortions and
lies spread “virally” like this. Sad but true. So that was also a first clue for anyone
paying attention.
What is of greater concern is to understand better the main purpose to such an
effort timed at the onset of major crises. There is a valuable lesson here.
So considering this as an engineered psy-op, assume web and email traffic over
the Internet that was pre-occupied with the Oct 14th message was readily
measured.
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I regard this (Oct 14th announcement) as “pre-testing” of a section of the
population most linked in with perspectives focused upon facets of “reality
change” that are the least controllable by TPTB and that are privately of very
great concern to them.
Just as “caricature candidates” are presented to the unsuspecting public to test
proclivities based on pre-programmed memes, this ET-meme also required
personages and a message that could be tested among a self-selecting population.
Perhaps few are aware of this, but roughly 10% of the adult population has made
use of mediums or channellers in making personal or business decisions. If this
was about the USA elections, 10% of any adult population is a significant factor to
political operators. When additional factors relating to paranormal and ET
contact notions are included, this factor expands to include 15% to 20% of the
adult population.
A primary benefit to TPTB accruing from this exercise was to test the “come save
us” meme. This manifests as mystical saviours, spaceships, and as well, humanworld social-economic schemes of “rescue”.
Pursuant to this last point, we should expect to see some new “social green
money” faces showing up –promoted by TPTB as their new “friendly” façade
while their assumed façade of top bankers and officials continues to show their
obviously “unfriendly” face to an increasing upset public at large. This is meme
engineering in action at a highly visible scale.
There is one other important factor associated with the October 14th as a psy-op
action. That would be the “false ET invasion” scenarios that TPTB have in various
stages of readiness to deploy when needed. Testing of the “come save us”
mentality in preparation for additional false “rescues” engineered by the matrix
controllers is also consistent with this.
Overall, the “ save us” meme has been the single most fundamental social control
dynamic used and cultivated by TPTB since the 1950’s. The concept is simple:
create increasingly awful situations and at some point enough the public as a
whole permits a hidden hand of TPTB to step in to “save the day”. This is what is
behind the climate catastrophe scares, the “terrorism” scares, nuclear scares,
financial collapse scares, and even ET-invasion scares. At the least, enough of the
public will passively allow for extraordinary control measures under sufficiently
stressed circumstances. Meanwhile all the “truth movement” initiatives rapidly
become buried by social stress and eventually time.
Of immediate concern is the likely unfolding around the UN/NWO/Green money
schemes/scams to effect a “peaceful” transition to a more comprehensive level of
global control. Be wary of the global “environmental program” packaged as
combination economic “new deal” and miracle jobs and environment political
plan backed by the UN and various governments and likely to be heavily funded. I
already see the false prophets of “prosperity”, new age, and various “social
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progressives” lining up for a place on the bandwagon.
Perhaps this October 14th incident will encourage more discernment and more
reliance on developing inner-gnosis rather than rely on “expert authorities”
selling snake oil.
-ASK
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ET’s and Aliens - Problems of
“Exopolitics”
« Reply #84 on: December 10, 2009,
01:07:55 AM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

Problems of “Exopolitics”
ET’s and Aliens
from Global Awakening News, December 2009
by Alex Kochkin
Preface
This is a topic we have deliberately avoided discussing so far. However, It would
be foolish and presumptuous to imagine that extra-terrestrials” (ET’s) or otherworldly, other-dimensional aliens are completely separate or “other” from our
greater selves. Considering our human self is a projection or extension from our
greater soul self, there are aspects of our greater selves or souls that have tangible
existences in other dimensions, other worlds, other universes, and other
creations. Some “ET’s” are connected to us here, some as aspects of the same
souls. Some “ET’s” are really from “way out there” and do not have a direct
connection to us as humans or us as larger beings, except that they are here to
observe or to help during this most major transformational process.
It would also be simplistic to presume that “ET’s” are either benevolent or
malevolent. Some are dealing with their own problems and seek to learn
firsthand how the changes are occurring here. Like humans, there are many
“races” with various agendas, some aligned with the Light, some aligned with the
Dark, and some already involved with the earthly human powers-that-be.
In this article the ET’s we refer to are not those who have been secretly dealing
with the secret officials around the world –but are those who are spiritually
advanced in their evolution. This article has been prompted by a recent spate of
correspondents reporting remote viewing or dreamtime experiences that bear
upon this material. It should also be noted that HPH predictive linguistics project
has detected major human-ET concerns as something developing during 2010
and more in 2011.
Introductory Remarks
One of the major USA-based commercial television networks has broadcast a
remake of an early 1980’s science fiction series “V”, in which an ET fleet shows up
and informs humans that they are benevolent and that they are here to help. The
plot revolves around the discovery of and conflicts over their true agenda, one
that is far from benevolent to humans. Another new movie deals with the alien
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abduction topic.
Channelers and ET/UFO circles have been creating a campaign of their own spin
that excites followers about an alleged public announcement by the USA
government concerning ET/alien contact. Typically, the context and language is
less than encouraging, leading me to wonder what the real agenda is. One very
popular channeler typifies this “un-disclosed” agenda concerning “disclosure”.
They literally invoke the consciousness of Earth, God, and claim they are here to
help clean-up and restore the Earth. They also leave this up the officialdom and
mis-lead the gullible reader by saying “this is your world” and that “your
representatives are responsible for making (disclosure/contact) decisions”. I
guess these channeled entities never “got the memo” as to the imprisonment of
the human consciousness here by a system that never “respresented” humanity,
ever.
It should be noted here that various “secret government” and other groups,
sanctioned by the powers-that-be (TPTB), have considered various methods for
gaining the greatest level of cooperation among humanity under their aegis and
control. These have included the use of global warming, the “threat” of terrorism,
pandemics, and the threat of an alien invasion. The aim: to promote a false
oneness or unity against an overwhelming threat.
This last item would include some combination of space and land-based
holographic projection, psychotronics to heighten the effects, and physical ships
from human-run bases on earth, augmented by real ET craft, compliments of
those who have “doing business” with the powers that be. The turmoil from this
would be like a global “9-11 event” following which, extreme social control
measures would be applied in the “interests of public safety”.
It is also noteworthy that the linguistics-based forecasting project called
“HalfPastHuman” (HPH) detected something they have called “alien wars”
emerging from 2010 into 2011 as well as many instances of “ET contact” memes.
It is my sense that there will be a fear response by some to the visible presence of
ET’s who have arrived to render aid. This could be one source of this. The other
may well be a “false flag” invasion intended to “lock down” most of humanity
under the pretext of a greater threat than any the powers-that-be have concocted
to date. The technology exists to create this, but it would be a very risky gamut,
much riskier to implement than their 9-11 events.
As those who keep watch on these topics know that there has been a remarkable
increase in “various sightings” in the recent year or so. Most are advanced
human-origin technology and some are hoaxes to test the gullible –all alleged as
evidence for genuine sightings.
At another level, there is the telepathic, clairvoyant, and higher dimensional
“contacts”. Of these that are most widely reported, the majority are either human
“dark ops” mind control experiments or channeling of dark-side ET’s who most
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likely are not very benevolent. So many of those who claim ET-contact make such
unbelievably ludicrous claims and exhibit an amazing ignorance of the state of
affairs in general.
Most of the humans who like to present themselves as qualified and
knowledgeable about human-alien contact politics, have shadowy backgrounds
and generally lack credibility even as they promote themselves and those they
have allied with to shore up their “credibility gap”. Regrettably, there are too
many “new-agers” and gullible “want-to-believe-ers” who will circulate nearly
anything without any discernment. Channelers continue to publish endless
nonsense and disinformation from alleged leaders of various ET alliances. This of
course only leads to greater confusion, suspicion, and disbelief. What does
concern me about this rubbish is that buried amongst these messages is an
acknowledgement of enough true information to sucker people into believing all
of it. Some of these sources promote some ET-faciltated economic miracle and
suddenly everyone if materially well off! No work, no dark memes to deal with.
Everyone happy. (I am not exaggerating this.)
The years pre- and post-2000 were a difficult time to conduct any type of indepth assessment of the situation and potential of humanity. There were various
dark forces in 3d and higher dimensions, there were various good guy and bad
guy “ET aliens” on earth doing their thing, and of course there were human
activities moving ever more into chaos. So many agendas and influences.
Presently there are various rumors of some sort of official “disclosure” that might
be made in the coming months or year that includes knowledge of ET’s and aliens
by various levels of “officialdom” in various countries. There have been over the
past decade, various individuals who have specifically promoted themselves as
advocates of such disclosure. However very few have much credibility under any
light and some have made bedfellows of individuals whose actions have been not
been of benevolent toward human spiritual evolution. So amidst such confusion,
it is easy to ignore or dismiss reports of contact, regardless of the source.
Against this background of self-promotion, dark force influences, secret
government activities, and plain utter nonsense, there is a quiet matter of
benevolent aid that is patiently waiting and preparing for the eventuality of open
contact.
The question of course is how such contact is to be made public and under what
circumstances. This will be discussed further in this article.
The “Showing Up” Message of 2003 – An example
In 2003, a message was widely circulated on the Internet titled “Decide Whether
We Should Show Up!” and presented as a “referendum for humanity”. It was an
adequately written piece designed to evoke a “yes” response. Of course there was
no way to prove the true agenda or the true source of this message. It really did
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not matter at all, as it was the content and the questions and responses that it
evoked.
It was (and still is) my sense that the authorship of the 2003 advocacy piece was
not spiritually enlightened. At the time and to this day, I do not believe the
message originated from a truly benevolent race that was truly in service to The
Creator of All and the Light. There were clues to this effect in the message itself
and then there was the problem of getting a clear intuitive reading on its actual
source. So I simply dealt with the proposition as it was published.
That said, the message and the unqualified “yes” responses it evoked got my
attention to write a considered response. There was no way I could prove or argue
whether the source of the message had a “good” or ”bad” agenda. However, it is
plain that the message failed to address the problem of the dark force influence
upon humans on earth and it asked for “carte blanche” permission from those
reading it. Asking for permission in this way became another source of caution.
And of course there was the reference to their “white powder” that was so
incongruous. From various clues, there was something hidden beneath its
positive sounding veneer.
I already had a sense of the outcome of the larger assessment of the situation of
humanity and so at the time I gave a highly qualified “yes” response for a very
limited form of contact, and not any public display.
Here is the gist of my comments from 2003:
First we will hypothetically assume that the message was of the best of
intentions. Humanity has the potential to achieve a breakthrough in awakening
to true self and Creator. How this could come about is not germane to this
discussion. My concern at the time was that the public attention on the ET’s
would interfere with the spiritual awakening of humanity. Without access to
true free-will, spiritually informed free-will, humans cannot make properly
informed choices, only petty choices within narrow parameters set by those who
in effect are the “controllers’. People voting an unqualified “yes” would be
expecting the “ET’s” to create peace, provide free energy and other technology,
fix pollution, etc. This would be substituting one form of looking “outside” our
selves for solutions with another form of disempowerment. I was also
concerned at the time that there would be no way for people to determine the
trustworthiness of the political relationships that would be formed with ET’s
and humans. Presumably the humans most “in charge” would dominate from
the human side of the equation. This of course would mean officialdom of
various flavors and stripes.
So the form of contact that I favored at the time would be limited contact between
ET’s and those humans who were practically and vibrationally most suited. What
I failed to explain at the time was a selection process. Implicitly it would have
been under the control of the “ET’s”. There was then (and still is) the problem of
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those so-called “leaders” of the various new age tendencies who generally
operated from self-centeredness.
(The real selection process with the ET’s who are in service to the Light occurs at
a higher self level and bypasses most of the human ego-personality problems. It
has very little, if anything, to do with one’s “resume” and is not under the
unilateral control of the ET’s. or the humans.)
At the time, it was my notion was that there would be a meeting process that
would involve those humans who were most committed and aligned to spiritual
awakening. As a group, these individuals would represent more of the spiritual
leading edge of humanity and could minimize the corrupting influence of those
new age celebrities as well as the problem of the intermediation of corrupt
officialdom. Contact would take place in normal waking consciousness as well as
“dreamtime”. In short, a limited form of first-stage contact, not a widespread
public one. That is what I indicated “yes” to in 2003.
Contact: 2010 and Beyond
Today there is a substantial change in the energetic “atmosphere” surrounding
humans and earth. The extent of higher level dark force is substantially lessened
now, and our connection to our own higher levels of being is growing
dramatically. At a simple human level, there is widespread and growing disgust
with an officialdom that serves the agendas of the global powers-that-be. We are
closer to various cosmic and planetary changes that are beyond ordinary human
imagination or control. While there has been much commotion made over ET
connections with the powers-that-be and their shadow governments, there has
also been over the years various types of quiet ET-human contact involving those
of higher vibrational and spiritual awareness..
There is now the question of ET contact, specifically those of benevolent and of
the highest intentions, coming up as a possibility. How could this play out?
Consider a scenario of major planetary events requiring need for tangible
assistance to large numbers of humans on Earth. Consider also the need to help
in the removal of large numbers of humans who need and want to go, for various
reasons.
Consider also the possibilities in assisting various communities of people to start
out on a new footing, ones in which the personal self is spiritually aligned to
higher self, in contrast to self-centered community focused around personal or
collective survival.
Now let’s consider the problem of public contact.
First there is the matter of minimizing conflict involving fear-based ordinary
people as well fear-based officialdom. (The ET’s we refer to are not those who
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have been secretly dealing with the secret officials around the world.) How could
such contact be made that would lead to officially-sanctioned public contact? This
is a difficult problem. Is contact made with a specially selected group of elected
representatives? A nation’s president or prime minister and cabinet? Consider
the recent situation of those who opposed the EU Lisbon Treaty and who
eventually were forced to capitulate.
So, what if there was officially-sanctioned contact, would the populace feel
reassured? Consider the USA for a moment. Roughly half the adults support the
use of the death penalty and roughly half support the present wars, including
their escalation. The USA president does not have the full popular support of a
majority and there are many who strongly oppose his being president. Clearly the
route of official sanction is difficult. What of the United Nations? It is the UN
Security Council that controls the major political decisions of the UN, not the
General Assembly. Then there is the matter of the corrupt nature and intent of
most of the “leaders” of most countries.
If there was an officially sanctioned ET public contact, would there not be ample
reason for suspicion of the ET’s themselves, considering the perfidy and
malevolence of these officials?
Consider now the problem of the contemplated “false alien invasion” by the
powers-that-be, designed to create an even more fearful populace who would be
even more willing to subject themselves to all manner of harsh social controls
than they do now. Thus ET’s who are militarily opposed by the powers-that-be
could trigger a scenario that plays right into the hands of the global controllers.
Simply showing up in a strong and visible manner would elicit all manner of
problems from a population that is not at all prepared for such an encounter.
Even a mission of humanitarian assistance in response to geophysical
catastrophes beyond the capacity of any human agencies would be met with a
mixed response. During one survey at a higher level of Intelligence, more than
half of humans preferred to suffer and struggle it out when presented with
devastating earth changes, rather than be “teleported” or otherwise transported
to the safety of something profoundly unknown to their limited human
awareness.
There are no credible human organizations or recognized figures to lead public
opinion. Those who pretend to this are at the best are mostly advocates for
disclosure of official secrets, and at worst are self-centered charlatans. The
overwhelming emphasis of those who identify with “exopolitics” is that of polarity
consciousness of “us versus them”. In their case it is to oppose officialdom secrets
and demand that the military and secret government to share what they know
with the public for the greater good.
As part of this process, there is a growing parade of documents and
“whistleblowers” claiming to reveal various “truths” about the official secrets. But
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the veracity and true agenda of these sources cannot be determined, especially in
an arena under the control of the secret government and black-ops agencies.
Much of the information revolves around advanced technology and is presented
in sensationalistic ways by humans who have no experience with advanced
technologies. The result is little more than a circus that serves to distract
everyone concerned from spiritual transformation. In addition, the “ufo” and
“exopolitics” community is rife with disinformation agents, attention seekers, and
people who are simply nuts.
There would need to be a sufficient coalition of diverse social, spiritual, and
political leaders who do not have dark secret backgrounds. All those in such a
committee would need to be willing to come forth truthfully and acknowledging
whatever dark influences there have been in their backgrounds. Otherwise, they
are only shills for the powers-that-be.
Concluding Remarks
Given the aforementioned, there is a “higher power” running things and more of
our own higher selves are now involved among small, yet significant, portion of
humans. So if there are those humans who are to be helped, for widely varied
reasons, then that is what will happen, quietly or more overtly.
For purposes of discussing “post-2009 contact”, I have emphasized involvement
from those ET’s/aliens that are genuinely of higher service to our spiritual
evolution. As to the problems of potentially conflicting agendas, this is not
something that humans have influence over, for reasons already discussed. To
discuss alien versus alien wars or human versus alien wars is pointless
speculation and can only lead to some humans identifying with the dark powers
that be to defend “their” earth and of course maintain their ongoing enslavement.
To be fair to the honest people in the "exopolitics" communities, there is a need to
address this matter in a serious manner that develops some "reasonableness"
among certain opinion leaders. Unfortunately, most of their energy is misplaced
focusing on "disclosure" and in trying to make a case that "ET's" "aliens" are real
and that they are here. These advocates are trying to convince people who already
know the score and have a policy line to follow. In terms of their readership,
trying to make the case for the existence of ET’s in Earth’s space is only
"preaching to the choir".
Over recent years, statistical survey research has found in the USA that 72%
believe the government is not telling the truth about UFO's, 56% believe that
intelligent life exists on other worlds, 34% believe in UFO's, and 6% of reported
they personally knew others who had encountered extraterrestrials. (These
numbers are typically within +/-3% to +/-4% margin of error.)
Humans who continue on Earth will need new ways of conducting themselves in
awakened community and will need to consider the guidance and counsel of
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others who are familiar with such extraordinary changes to a planetary system.
Individuals conducting themselves within a spiritually informed context and in
connection to higher self and Creator will be open to many new avenues to
existence. Within such a context, it will be then possible to develop new ways of
providing for material needs as well.
As part of the larger ascension process, there will be some humans who will
emerge in a partly ascended state. They will be in a position to provide guidance
to others. However, most humans have limited awareness and require something
dramatic to open their “doors of perception”, otherwise they cannot discern truth
from falsehood.
“Contact” with ET’s or “other aspects” of our greater selves who are truly in
higher service can play a positive role toward helping humans grow into a larger
spiritual awareness. Public “contact” cannot be postponed simply due to the
problems of a limited human awareness and corruption of human society. The
return of light and the ascension process is what matters most.
Lastly, I would not rule out the possibility of humans offered protective shelter
aboard the vessels of some “ET’s” prior to major planetary changes. Perhaps even
returning to the surface when the planet settles into a new dynamic.
Food for thought.
~~~
SEPTEMBER 2010 ADDENDUM
Overall, the “ET” alien agenda over millennia has been dominated by dark forces
that seek to control and master human existence for their own purposes. These
purposes include gaining access and control of the soul being and for replicating
themselves in an organic fashion, thus spreading the disease of the dark forces.
Humans mimic this agenda with their usual arrogance to spread a diseased and
fallen consciousness that dominates humanity ‘to the stars’. Behind all of this is
the prime driver of the origins of the dark: to overtake and replace divine creation
with itself. Stories of genetic experiments going back to ancient times, breeding
humans as slaves, etc., all relevant and general true accurate, however this was
only a secondary agenda.
-ASK
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PS - to ET/Aliens and Exopolitcs
« Reply #82 on: October 20, 2009,
01:43:19 AM tz-US/NY »
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PS:
For purposes of discussing “post-2009 contact”, I have emphasized involvement
from those ET’s/aliens that are genuinely of higher service to our spiritual
evolution. As to the problems of potentially conflicting agendas, this is not
something that humans have influence over, for reasons already discussed.
To discuss alien versus alien wars or human versus alien wars is pointless
speculation and can only lead to some humans identifying with the dark powers
that be to "defend" their earth and of course maintain the conditions of
enslavement.
PPS
To be fair to the honest people in the "exopolitics" communities, there is a need to
address this matter in a serious manner that develops some "reasonableness"
among certain opinion leaders. Unfortunately, most of their energy is misplaced
focusing on "disclosure" and in trying to make a case that "ET's" "aliens" are real
and that they are here. These advocates are trying to convince people who already
know the score and have a policy line to follow. In terms of their readership,
trying to make the case for the existence of ET’s in Earth’s space is only
"preaching to the choir".
Over recent years, statistical survey research has found in the USA that 72%
believe the government is not telling the truth about UFO's, 56% believe that
intelligent life exists on other worlds, 34% believe in UFO's, and 6% of reported
they personally knew others who had encountered extraterrestrials. (These
numbers are typically within +/-3% to +/-4% margin of error.)
-ASK
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Of Human and Alien Agendas
« Reply #92 on: September 28, 2010,
02:36:13 PM tz-US/NY »
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Alien and Human Agendas
More to the point, why now, and how does it fit into the global
control scheme over humans by other humans?
Two years later, we again have grand pronouncements of “ET” spaceships
hovering over major cities. It is claimed that "they" say that they will not land nor
communicate directly, only hover. We are told, that “they” say they are here to
protect us from the danger of CO2 in the atmosphere, etc. Another reason given
for the consumption of the gullible is that they are “only” hovering over major
cities, so as not to cause fear and panic. Do I need to explain this?
By pre-announcing that there would be “hovering only”, no contact, no landings,
it establishes limited expectations and sets the stage for a possible shadow
government operation. If these are ground or high altitude optical projections
and are interspersed with actual earth-built craft, it will appear quite real, and
suddenly hundreds of millions of 'non-believers' will become 'believers'. But
believers in what? Perhaps in a new global threat beyond shadow government
false flag events?
I have noted some recent of new attempts all concentrated over recent weeks at
presenting the ‘alien agenda’ to the masses of people. A major television network
in the USA has begun a new “aliens are amongst us” series called “The Event”.
Various sources are fueling speculation of 100-mile-across spaceships at the edge
of the solar system based on only one set of radio telescope images and rumor.
This has generated ‘tons’ of data bits on the Internet as one person after another
copies, forwards, and adds their own spin to wild conjecture. A group of exmilitary people recently announced that ET’s/aliens have interfered with nuclear
weapon installations over a period years (old news). Now an author named
Fulham is promoting an October 2010 mass ET arrival that will save humanity
from the dangers of too much carbon dioxide! What was not clear is that this is
derived from a channeller from Canada, not from high-level insider knowledge of
the shadow government. The whole business is reminiscent of the October 2008
channelled announcement that was later repudiated by the medium herself.
Nevertheless, the new age/ET-believers are an endless source of ignorant hope
and dangerous gullibility. In addition, there are new attempts at “disclosure”
using public relations-web-based services to promote yet again, claims of
ET/UFO cover-ups and government complicity. This time, the story of “ET’s”
interfering with various nuclear weapons sites has made into the international
wire services. Some foolishly believe that ET’s will ‘save us’ from self-destruction
and will make for a 'golden age' of some sort.
Some believe that ET’s are the enemy, and on it goes.
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But it is not so simple.
What is more to the point is why now and how does it fit into the global control
scheme over humans by other humans?
How does this fit into the global control schemes of the dark forces that exist
outside of Earthly 3-d existence?
Bear in mind that dark forces, including those "ET's" have instructed humans to
expect their return and to mark the days. Some cultures simply gave up since
"they" never did show up --as promised. But this also set the stage for all those
religious stories about messiahs and second-comings.
Overall, the “ET” alien agenda over millennia has been dominated by dark forces
seeking control over human existence for their own purposes. These purposes
include gaining access and control of the soul being and for replicating
themselves in an organic fashion, thus spreading the dark forces domains even
further. Humans mimic this agenda with their usual arrogance to spread a
diseased and fallen consciousness that dominates humanity ‘to the stars’. Behind
all of this is the prime driver of the origins of the dark: to overtake and replace
divine creation with itself. Stories of genetic experiments going back to ancient
times, breeding humans as slaves, etc., all relevant and general true accurate,
however this was only a secondary agenda.
-ASK
PS:
For more background see
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=207.msg4434#msg4434
above - also note the September 2010 Update appended to it.
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To SteveN - Re: The Alien Question
« Reply #93 on: September 29, 2010,
01:13:22 AM tz-US/NY »
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SteveN - Re: The Alien Question
I have not added more on the specific points and questions SteveN raises on the
'alien problem. I will add to this topic here when I am done with the latest Update
for October 1.
Most of what I have to say will not be footnoted or referenced.
There are many categories of beings who have phhsically come here. A few
actually menat to be of some help but they had not sufficient high level
comprehension of the situation. What they woudl up doing was helping to better
the lives of those humans they found themselves in the midst of. In reponse many
of the humans regarded them as 'gods', even if this was not their intention.
However, on the whole and overall, the agendas of those extra-terrestrials over
the millennia has been to control the planet and exploit it in various ways. They
worked toward modifying the indigenous life forms - for a range of purposes
including slave labor, etc. At higher levels of being there was the increase in the
parasitic feeding off of subtle energies.
In general, the larger underlying interest had to do with developing a new race
that could serve as a vehicle for their own replication and ascension. This
included ways to gain greater access to soul beings and the 'spark of creator' they
carried.
Some of the "ET" types are the result of the dark side trying to create vehicles of
their own that could operate into 3d density as well as to replicate themselves as a
distorted versions that mimicked processed that are native to non-fallen creation.
It was found that Earth humans were one of the most useful and diverse
"platforms" for this.
There is a range of "ET's" --some organic that reproduce, some that using
cloning, some that cannot, and some that wholly artifical forms would not qualify
as 'organic life' .
Then there is the shadowy arena that involves bridging vibrational or other states
of reality.
In the mix there are those who have been here and have continued to have a
presence who have the highest intentions. For the most part, those of a higher
order of spriitual intelligence know enough not to get deeply entangled and limits
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themsevles to observation and assesment, sometimes through the agency of a
human who may have been prepared for such work.
More later...
-ASK
PS
One consideration rarely discussed and then without much depth is that there are
various dark forces entities seeking access through a ‘side door’ to the human
awareness. This explains much of bizarre and wildly varied reports –from
unusually consistent appearances to vastly different from one another in
behaviors and appearances.
///
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"Grey's Are Us?"
« Reply #98 on: October 05, 2010,
11:32:43 PM tz-US/NY »
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'Grey's Are Us?'
Excerpted from the soon to be released October Update:
"...ET “grey’s” are humans from the future and/ or that they are here to help
humans overcome their problems on earth. If true, what a degeneration into
soullessness for a future prospect. So why is this meme circulating and why was it
introduced? As someone who does not buy into this implanted meme, I can
imagine one thread that would give this traction and purpose. It would be to
maintain an affinity with enough humans to provide ‘voluntary’ (under false
pretense) access to the human mind, body and subtle fields. These shadowy
beings are partly a probe into this world and seek information, bio-material, and
access into the mind, body, and subtle bodies. Beyond the physical, one of the
agendas has been a long-standing one from the dark forces to find ways to gain
direct access to the spark of true Creator that is available from the higher soul
being via its human connection. Part of the biological interests has less to do with
cloning and human hybrids and more to do with engineering an optimal
ascension vehicle for the dark. One that can successfully replicate. "
-ASK
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Alien Aspects of Self
« Reply #100 on: October 06, 2010,
09:07:37 PM tz-US/NY »
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Alien Aspects of Self
Yes indeed. Alot of "somethings" for sure.
As a postscript to my previous posting,
One consideration rarely discussed and then without much depth is that there are
various dark forces entities seeking access through a ‘side door’ to the human
awareness. This explains much of bizarre and wildly varied reports –from
unusually consistent appearances to those differing enormously from one
another in behaviors and appearances.
Another consideration that is rarely addressed is at the higher self/soul level,
there are aspects that are directly linked to what humans would consider extraterrestrials. Consider this a form of soul-level student exchange and guide
program. In some cases humans also have a tiny fraction of corresponding “alien”
DNA activated as well. This is not necessarily the result of ET interferences, etc.
but can also be simply a direct result of the higher aspects working quietly with
your human self at a cellular level.
This is complicated and one should not presume things unless one is sure.
-ASK
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Artificial vs Organic Vessels for
Consciousness – Humans and Souls
« Reply #102 on: October 08, 2010, 01:55:48
PM tz-US/NY »
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Artificial versus Organic Vessels for Consciousness – the Future of
Humans and Soul Beings
by Alex Kochkin, October 8, 2010
The question concerning the "grey's" is not really not a concern, given what I am
aware of. What is more important to me is that this whole situation raises some
very important questions as to the intended future of humans under the aegis of
the type of arrogant human meme-patterning that is presently dominated by
dark-side influences.
Today there are many very smart and very wealthy people with corporations that
are working toward creating artificial vessels that would permit an individual
human consciousness to persist perhaps indefinitely.
Computing technologies are swiftly moving to early prototype of A-I machines
that could self-replicate. But is more a matter of robotics, not consciousness.
Computing technologies are also moving to equal or exceed human brain
processing capacity. What is unknown is the extent to which such machines could
become self-aware and self-centered to evolve in a manner antithetical to
humans.
Bio-cloning technology is also moving to the cloning of engineered human
bodies.
Cybernetics is already successful in replacing many organs and eventually entire
body systems as well as interfacing with the original human brain and nervous
system.
Downloading of memories is the stuff of movies and sci-fi books and is not the
same as transfer of ones full consciousness.
But this is really not the central point here. What we are addressing here is much
more profound.
To be brief on this for now, human consciousness that is associated with a soul
being can move from vessel to vessel, usually biological. This can be done
temporarily or over a longer period of time.
Furthermore, it is possible to construct a subtle energy body for the human
consciousness to continue its individuality once it leaves its human body.
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There are also essentially formless beings that can influence and otherwise move
through and interact with non organic systems, such as computers and
mechanical systems.
Usually such entities do not identify themselves with these objects. They only
inhabit them (usually briefly) and move on.
It is possible for humans who are psychically adept to experience something of 3d
material density of either biological or non-biological materials.
The humans who are working on artificial vessels as a replacement for the human
body are for the most part not oriented toward higher God consciousness. Rather
they are highly compatible with various dark-side influences, ones that they are
most likely unaware of. Afterall, it is mainly what has 'inspired' them to pursue
such work in the first place.
Put all of the above together and you can see the potential basis for humans
developing into "grey's" or other such artificial simulations of life.
The next question concerns the extent to which some humanly-associated soul
beings would maintain their relationship with the human consciousness that had
decided to explore existence through a manufactured/cloned vehicle. The
implications are profound.
Overall, to pursue such a course of actions by spiritually unevolved humans today
only helps to reinforce the dominant dark paradigm.
The pursuit of false notions of 'godhood' that this represents contributes further
to the degeneration of humanity, not its spiritual evolution.
-ASK
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Alien UFO's or Earthly Origins?
« Reply #105 on: October 11, 2010,
02:37:22 PM tz-US/NY »
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Aliens UFO versus Earthly (Human) Shadow Government Operations
Aliens, ET's, the Alien "threat", etc. For those who have not pursued the topic of
the earthly origins of the various so-called UFO-ET craft, there are a few wellresearched books available showing the modern origins centered around secret
projects in Germany in the 1940's.
Many of the fabled stories from the 1950's and 1960's of a few people being
"contactees" are based upon actual verbal and occasional telepathic contact with
“aliens” who looked remarkably like earthly humans.
** A vignette: Human sees “alien” draft: Wow, far out, (assumes it is from outer
space) – Craft pilot appears: “Want to go for a ride?” Human: “Far out man,
sure thing!” In larger craft, there are more than one crew, so to while away the
time, there are fanciful stories told by the psy-ops trained people aboard,
including tales of other civilizations. Human comes back, writes book. A few
books are written by dark-ops sources posing as ‘new thought’ thinkers to help
seed the early “new-age” memes with tales from outer space and the glories of
the alien saviors, etc. Chanelling is promoted in the nascent ‘new age’ circles by
‘seekers’ and is surreptitiously met with able psychic and psychotronic
operators. Channellers begin to scan the “ethers” and pick-up these
‘transmissions’ and report to their dumb-struck audiences that they are getting
contact from Mars, Pleaides, Venus, etc. Oooh. Aaahh. Wowww. –end vignette.
**
Since their mental filters are material-scientific, most “alien debunkers” cannot
account for the existence of real non-humans operating advanced hardware that
operate fundamentally from the 3-d vibratory state and they certainly cannot
account for those vehicles that fundamentally operate at a higher vibrational
state.
It is my sense that the Germans, and later others, really did encounter nonhumans that have been here on Earth for a long time as well as those who entered
here through various means from other reality systems. This would be consistent
with ancient records of non-human interactions with various beings who were
“not from here” and found an easy situation to rule over.
Today we have a mixture of non-human operators of advanced technology
working with and working against human operators of advanced technology that
has tried to “catch-up” with their alien counterparts.
There is a shadow government of the powers-that-be and that is what mostly
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directs the main events of human affairs. The goal is to dominate the earth and
control the human species for various dark side agendas.
Here is a quick presentation that can help illustrate some of this:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0z1qEnJwHg&feature=player_embedded
and this one that shows some of the earlier secret aircraft development:
http://unwantedpublicity.media.officelive.com/Gallery.aspx
-ASK
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Designer Bodies - for Mars?
« Reply #106 on: October 29, 2010,
12:22:30 AM tz-US/NY »
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Humans to Mars
It is now public: DARPA and NASA agencies of the USA with cooperative
funding from private companies and billionaire types are planning on sending
one-way human mission to colonize Mars.
One notion is to alter the human genetics to make them better adapted to the
Mars environment. Rather then emphasize altering the Mars environment for
earth humans.
This is rather interesting twist on an old story - that ET tyeps colonized Marsd
and came to earth and began altering various convenient earthly genetics to
create the forerunners of modern humans.
Would be even more interesting if some early "breakthroughs" occur, the sort
that are really based ancient information and non-terrestrial involvement. The
sort of involvement that already knows how and what to do to achieve this.
Involvement that has already created such beings. You know, ones that seem
very human like, but present themselves as ET's.
-ASK
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Further Thoughts on the ET-Alien
Problem
« Reply #108 on: November 07, 2010,
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Further Thoughts on the ET-Alien Problem
Whether it is Clif High, David Wilcox, David Icke, Richard Hoagland, or Rush
Limbaugh –it does not matter whether the specific social control paradigm
emerged on Earth or Mars first, etc. or was imported like a bad virus from xyz
planet zork in a galaxy far, far away.
Please understand, I have no problem with the notion that some non-human race
has been on earth for a long time and found an avenue through 20th century
industrial technology to get humans to develop technologies that they could use
to dominate humans on earth and as well as to spread themselves elsewhere. The
powers that be –human and otherwise –have a very long term perspective that
spans many generations of humans. They do not think in terms of the immediacy
that ordinary humans are so trained to. In modern times, their influence is
directly traceable to the period between WW1 and WW2 and the subsequent
transfer and spread of these technologies to other locations concurrent with the
spread of a secret or shadow government. Looking back to ancient times, their
influence is found in ancient records and inferred from various religious tracts.
If people think that nasty invisible reptilian like beings or “the greys” are a
formidable and creepy enemy, consider the possibility of artificial/organic
machines like those in the Matrix movie or more invisible influences that
comparable to an insect infestation of the human body subtle fields.
However, one must ask what the effect this information really has and so
consider that there has always been the goal of creating perceptions of ever
growing threats to facilitate human compliance with more unified global control.
Now a new threat is emerging that is beyond nuclear arms or the unsolvable
problem of global climate changes: The “alien threat”.
I really cannot say if this will ever be fully played out. I will only guess that people
will see how or if it develops in 2011. If it does, it is most likely to play out much
as WW2 did when millions of anti-war/anti-capitalist citizenry willingly marched
to war, tricked into thinking there was a greater enemy to fight. One thing to be
clear about: those “UFO” sightings of recent days and months are of human build
and are under human control. The entire “disclosure” movement is yet another
meme engineering effort, regardless of the professed intentions of its main
players.
While it is a fascinating idea that Mars or other extraterrestrial locations may be
the a likely source for present day civilization, we can also go back millions of
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years and find other sources. This whole mars or moon base issue becomes yet
another distraction to humans on earth at present. There are even those who
think that humans should go to the moon to claim it for humans and get rid of
the other alien influences there. And yes, I am aware there are both active and
abandoned ancient bases on the moon.
The question is what is the social-spiritual consciousness that humans will carry
with them on earth or elsewhere? If it is the present day consciousness, infected
with the dark side influences, then this is like copying a computer hardrive that
carries a trojan virus and installing it in other computers.
The same goes for the notions about invisible reptilians, etc., this has no bearing
upon solutions to the human situation today nor does it really have much bearing
on existential/spiritual solutions. Not until enough humans reach a more evolved
state of consciousness that is consciously connected to the energies Creator of All,
and not those of the dark.
One must also consider the source for much of this information –it comes mostly
from channellers who are being fed information from highly questionable sources
that mostly originate in the dark side paradigm and it comes from “secret
revelations” from shadow government people themselves. For the most part all
are tied in to the same set of higher level control agendas. It is for the most part
self-serving and thus one must ask what any of this really matters?
There are many stories from various religious and non-religious sources
concerning global catastrophes brought about by deliberate actions by powerful
beings with an agenda. Consider that now that even the higher level dark forces
can become displeased with their own handiwork and decide to clear the slate
and do it a differently. The question always remains as to what their fundamental
game is about.
So whether it is from invisible non-human or visible human sources of secret
information, this quite tangential to the central problem of the state of spiritual
awareness, the state of social-spiritual consciousness.
Humans today cannot fight against an unseen enemy –not high level
human/humanoid powers that be that are protected behind many layers of
minions –and not those of a more invisible higher dimensional vibratory state of
being. From a state of higher awareness it is possible to bypass much of these
troublesome beings and leave them to stew among themselves.
As a practical matter the question must return to a level of human spiritual
awareness.
And so I must urge those who are more aware to focus closely upon their state of
consciousness, not to allow themselves to be drawn in to manipulative dramas,
and to seek connection with the consciousness of what could be called true
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Source, rather than the false source of the dark that includes many levels,
including much of the coteries of so-called ascended masters, etc.
To be continued…
-ASK
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Continuation on the “ET-Alien
Problem”
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January 14, 2011
Continuation on the “ET-Alien Problem”
To recapitulate a few points:
It is utter rubbish to presume that ET-aliens are benign or benevolent or more
evolved than earth humans. Two reasons most given by those promoting socalled “disclosure” is that they are so technologically advanced that if they were
hostile, they would have removed humans by now –and that technologically
advanced naturally means more evolved (ethically/spiritually/whatever else).
The “disclosure” proponents are dominated by dangerous and false notions such
as these and are mostly part of a larger dark side effort for global social control.
Such presumptions fail to address the question of the long term relationship of
ET-aliens in genetically engineering humans and managing them as if they were
breeding stock and slaves. The main bloodlines of the highest levels of the human
powers can be traced back to the ancient royalty of the priest-kings who were
selected to serve as an earthly comprador class to the ET-alien “gods”.
Selection criteria then, as it is today, included human capacity to receive and
reciprocate to telepathic/clairaudient contact. Only the best of the best would be
selected and would be trained in whatever knowledge and skills were required of
them by their ET-alien poseurs as “gods”. If more such “initiates” were needed,
then various technologies were used to facilitate higher mental faculties, etc.
Thus a rapid introduction of sciences, mathematics, engineering, medicine,
industry, agriculture, etc. occurred to facilitate the construction by humans of
whatever was required by various alien rulers.
Today, people who agree that ET-alien contact with humans exists do not need to
be convinced that “UFO’s are real”. Those who do not probably can be convinced
of swamp gas or weather balloons. So why are “UFO’s” so important to the
“disclosure” campaigns? As part of the deliberate disinformation and social
control agendas, UFO’s are generally equated with ET-alien ships to mask that
most sightings are of advanced technologies of human earthly design and
construction.
As it is with all the other deepest darkest secrets of the human powers that be and
their shadow governments, the real truths of the alien-human relationship will
not be disclosed. Indeed, some of these truths, if widely promulgated, would
result in the end of the major religions –an important social control mechanism.
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Indeed, the gods of the religions would be unmasked as ET-aliens that controlled
and tricked humans. But there is more.
A more profound reason why these secrets will not be revealed is that it calls into
the question the entirety of existence of humans and nature and existence of
human consciousness. And thus calls into the question what constitutes “reality”.
This risks exposing human history and presumptions about purpose and
antecedents to life and existence as implanted memories and false ones at that.
This is one of the most profound “mysteries” of all.
It goes directly to the center of the ET-alien question, the persistent interest in
the human-earth domain by the dark forces and those entities that serve their
agenda. It goes directly to the center of the nature and potential of the human
self.
Relevant to all this is the question of the alien influences upon society at large. I
have no doubt that key global leaders and high-level experts are overshadowed by
various ET-alien influences. Some high ranking individuals are controlled by
higher level dark forces that are far beyond any mere race of ET-aliens.
Most of the new age mythologies and belief systems were shaped and guided by
these same ET-alien and dark forces.
Humans are being prepared for ET-alien “contact” through many modes of social
control. The form of this contact ranges from acceptance of ET-alien supervision
over humans to ET-aliens as a supra-global threat and thus a convenient excuse
for the rapid consolidation of global control by the human powers that be. This
latter point may well be precipitated by a “false flag” alien invasion scenario.
Among a few serious researchers into the alien abduction phenomena, there is
the idea that a growing number of human-alien hybrids are being mixed in with
earth-born humans. These hybrids were grown in industrial-scale laboratories
and have no soul and no memory formation that occurs during common human
child rearing What little “real memory” they have is the result of imprinting upon
the children at various ages by parent surrogates. Much baby birds being
imprinted to follow a parent surrogate.
Those hybrids introduced into the population have been trained in basic societal
functional skills from memories gleaned from earth-born humans.
Now, let us fast-forward a generation from now. So maybe certain ET-alien types
use advanced technology to improve the biosphere and aid in meeting basic
needs of the remaining human and growing hybrid populations. What is
important are the memories and value/belief systems that are imprinted or
implanted upon the hybrid population. They are based upon distorted belief
systems of a human population manipulated under the domination of dark forces
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at all levels of their existence.
Even if the new hybrids have bodies that are more tolerant of a poisoned
biosphere, or one depleted in oxygen, etc., this does not bode well for the future
of such a new species on this planet. As it will be the values and beliefs that
determine the potential for spiritual evolution and whether true light soul beings
will want connect intimately with such beings. Especially given all that has been
so very wrong here and all that has been learned here.
Overall this describes a pattern employed here so many thousands of years ago
that led to the present deplorable situation of people. This pattern describes a
“system reset” designed to favor certain dark forces in their quest to spread
themselves further and to pursue their quest to access and control more of the
light of Creator that is found in all true creation beings.
I would also suggest a circumstantial case that much of the atmospheric aerosol
programs, electromagnetic field emitters, and various chemical additives into
everyday substances are potentially part of a project to alter the planetary
biosphere. These have been designed to further degrade existing humans into a
physical and mental degeneration and to favor a new hybrid species. Perhaps
even security system body scanners will be found to somehow “switch on” certain
substances to hasten this process. Is that why there are plans to place them in
major hubs of human traffic including office complexes, shopping centers, and
transportation hubs? It is not simply to financially benefit security system
contractors.
There is really nothing that humans can do about much of this from the present
human sphere of existence, except to find ways to minimize harm to themselves
through avoidance and lifestyle changes.
“Saving humans” and “saving Earth” have been one of the long term “quiet
reasons” for promoting an unquestioning embrace of open contact between ETaliens and officialdom. Essentially making what has always been a guarded secret
for recent decades and ancient millennia, now a publicly open situation.
So now, why is this “disclosure” important to promote and who does this truly
benefit?
In my concluding material to the January 2011 A-List Update, I will be discussing
some of the major changes underway that bears directly upon the next stage of
human spiritual evolution and that makes concerns over ET-alien exopolitics and
these related matters mostly irrelevant.
-ASK
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PS:
Yes, there are the "good guys" but for the most part theirs is not a direct
engagement role, rather one to support the spiritual transformation process of
humans and earth. Like those who are in human form, there is no "enemy" to
engage --the operating or energetic "space" lies outside of the lower level conflict
space
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The "Alien Threat" Card
Jan 24 2010
The "alien threat" card is one that is being carefully played by the PTB.
Most recently, there has the mainstream broadcast television series “V” – a
remake of the same from an earlier decade of ET/aliens that present themselves
as benevolent toward humans, but really are not. It is very significant that the
new series has an additional story element concerning the control or destruction
of the “soul” as one of the most important intermediate goals of the aliens in their
question to totally control humanity for breeding a new race. Now a new
television series has been announced also on mainstream broadcast television
called “Falling Skies” that presents the aftermath of an alien attack that
devastates humanity as the aliens colonize earth. The television series “X-Files”
had a sophisticated theme that was developed over time into one centered around
alien-human hybrids that was also part of an alien colonization effort designed to
quietly replace humans. This series also introduced the idea of a shadowy global
power elite that held the real control over officialdom. The X-Files theme
harkened to an earlier television series from the 1960’s called “The Invaders” that
focused on the theme of alien-human look-alikes. Many of the producers of the
movies/series share close commonalities as key propaganda and meme control
engineers, such as Spielberg.
As it is with major meme control events, it is crafted and cultivated to serve
multiple purposes - the events of Sept 11, 2001 were prepared and cultivated in
such a manner. Ten years later it retains considerable value for officialdom,
regardless of the growing but small percentage of people who are convinced it
was all an "inside job".
The ET-Alien question has very deep roots with human existence. It is present in
many ancient records as well created the dominant religions. The Vatican has
acknowledged its acceptance of ET/aliens. Post WW2 “atomic age” and Roswell,
etc. ET/alien threat was overlaid with the crafted and cultivated “cold war” threat
of USA-USSR. As far back as 1938 (War of the Worlds radio broadcast) the value
of an alien threat to the mass population control has been prepped and tested.
The more modern religions from the late 1800’s to the present day “New Age”
were nearly all influenced and shaped by invisible dark forces, including
ET/aliens.
Story books, comic books, movies, and television all served up ET/aliens threats.
As special effects became more and more sophisticated to resemble “reality” and
the public conditioned to a surreality, the alien threat has emerged as one of the
high level “uber threats” that could be used to oblige an already subdued
population to accept a new world order of central control under the human
powers-that-be and their respective masters.
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Now with the “2012 = end of the world” meme firmly in place, so many people
world-wide are expecting all the worst to be occurring during the next 1 to 3 years
and along every conceivable facet of human existence. This has further placed so
many people “on edge” with no clear sense of their own destiny and thus even
more easily manipulated.
Various fraudsters and tricksters, channellers, and shadow government
operations are promoting alien intrusion, visitations, etc. Images are circulated
via the Internet that show solid objects of earthly construction, images of actual
holographic projections, and the usual assortment of digital fakery –most
purporting to prove the existence of ET/alien presence here. Most present this as
the coming of beneficent saviors.
-ASK
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